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A philosophical movement is a group of philosophers, active 

I over at least one oz:_'!:o ___ ~enerations, 'irlhO rr.ore or less share a 

style, or an intellectual origin. They who have learned more 

from each other 1':_ -~~than they have from others, though they frlQ..Y 1 

and often do, quite vigorously disagree among themselves. 

The very name, logical positivist is;b;Jwelcome to some, 
. ( ---··· 

though it is still and quite reasonable applied to all, p.;~.rti-

cularly from the outside. They all accept linguistic turn 

~ wittgenstein initiated in the •Tractat~s •. 

They have disagreements because they interpret and 

develop ±t is th&ir several ways. 

Yet they are all under its spell hence ~ co~ 
/ Thus, il names in t.l-temselves 't'lere im~rta.nt, it might be -

better to choose linguist~c philosophy or philosophy of lan-

guage. 

For another, there is strictly speaking no such -thing as 

the philosophy of lenguage. Language may be studied by 
. . 

phi~osogists~ aestheticians, and scientists such as psycholo-

gists or sociologists. To bring these studies thoughtfully 
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together is well worth while. Customanily such synoptic 

ef~ort.s are called philosophy. There is no harm in this 

provided they are not mistaken fo~ what they are not, namely 

technical -philosophy. Rather than being philosophers are 

therefore, philosophies through lal)guage ; they philosophize 

/ by means of it. But then, everyday who speaks uses language 
~-----

as a means or tool. The point is that, the positivists, ~- _,,.;.col,;. 

newly conscious of ~t, use it in a new t-Iay. _Contemporary 

philosophy is distinguished from philosophy in the ~t by 

its intense concern with language and meaning. This concern 

has take different forms. The logical positivists offerd one 

account of the meaning of "meaning11
, and one programe for 

clarifying language. The philGsophical analyses, under the 

influence of the wittgenstem of the "philosophical inusesti-

gations", offer a differen:t account and a different programe. 

Philosophitts in both these traditions have analyzed. and 

attempted to clarify a number of areas of discourse - the 

language of ebhics, politics, science, metaphysies and aes

thetics. 

Earlier the positivist had written off religion and 

theology as being in large part fQCtually meaningless or 

noncognitive. Philosophical analysts, however1 have intro

duced new ~nd challenging discussions ,,rhich emphasizes a 

careful~ysis of the uses. or functions of religious concepts 
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and statements in the content of their use. 

Both of the.logical.positivists and the analysts who 

follow the latter wittgenstern agree that there are many uses 

of words in religious discourse which pun..porz:.C to cornmu-

nicate information, but ~:hic:h do not, uses of words \'IThich 

are misuses, or,· vi.l-).ieh really convey only nonsense. The prob

lem for these analysts ~s that of formulating a way of deci-

ding 'VThether a particular use of words iS pot'ler or not, 
. --~--_:....--------~ 

and 

whether it has factual significance or not. 

The central figure in the movement of linguistic analy-

sis in undoubtedly Lud@~Wittgenstein (1899-1951)• Wittgen• 

stein devel9ps the tentative and informal ideas of Moore 

and Russell on- the function of analysis Jrti::o a systematic_ 

position so that 'td.th him .it is possible to speak, for the 

first time, of a philosophy of analysis. 

The met.:.'loa. of the logical positivist-s rests upon an 

arbitrary (and metaphysical ) assumption that only empiri

cally veri~able pro~ositions fulfil the logical conditions 

for meaningfulness. But Wittgenstein c~airns that his cri

terion o£ meaning rested upon a purely formal or logical 

examination of ·the structure of language. "Nonsense .. , so 
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he claims arises through attemp"t:..J.ng 1,;.v '-"""'.&"' ... ...... ~ ......... -__ 
limits of languagen and to say what can not be said in 

language. This means that philosophy in the traditional 

sense the investigation .of the ulti~te principles of thought 

and "realityu - is nonsense. The sole task of philosophy is 

a negative er(' critical one - uth~ logical clarification of 

thoughts 0
• 

If this is so, even any attempt to express ph1loso.

phical theology· is outside the 11limits of language" and to 

say what e.anno·t be said. 

'However Wittgenstein does not in the 11Tractatus" exclude 

the concept of God as being meaningless in the strict sense, 

or ir• th~ sense i..Tl which the Logical positivist were to exclude 

any talk about God and the religious order as "no~sense". 

Thus, in same ebscure and ambigous remarks in the latter part 

of the j Tractatas •. , he says 'God does not reveal himself 

in the world - so, it \-10uld seem, precluding any possibility 

of a "proof" of a · transcendental God based upon a .. consideration 

of the properties of the things in the \'lorld • 

. i WittgensteL~ denied the possibility-of a speculative 

)natural theology it seems that he thought that the possibili~ 
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of God and rel~gion could perhaps best be shown through 

'·c;ertain moral exr)eriences such as the awareness o£ sin and 

gu'rtt and personal insufficiency .,1 

Witt.genstern attempted to forruulate a. logically perfect 

language 't'V'hich contains vagU2 and ambig(ous symbols ; is 

ina.ccuratfil, The philosophers function is that of constructing 

an ideal language in which ambiguity and inaccuracy are 

precluded. 

FQr Wittgenstein philosophical problems result from 

lingl.listic or conceptual c;:onfusion. FOr him philosophy 

· becomes a kind of therapy, a way of leading one out of 

conceptual and li-nguistic confusions. 

so this· above· method of analyst have been applied in 

number o£ azeas •. Hov;reve.r, philosophical analyst have turned 

their att~tion to the language of religion. The positivist 
.. r had simply dismissed religion and theology as a whole, or ueatly 

placed it in tbe realm of non-eogn.itive. Conte~orary 

analysis. however ara ~egining to examine in great detail 

theological concepts and religious utteranQes. 

1. Philosophy of Religion - ed. by c--eorge L. P• 150 

Aii:mrJi~!,l'"lanCl Thomas A •. Longford 

(The Macmilan Company .... Nett~ York. 

Collein mackmillan Limited • london. _ 
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Religious discourse does in fact puzzle a. number of people. 

The analysrb attempts ~o :tid us of these puzzeles and help 

us understand religious language. Ef£orts have not been 

directed toward a translation of religious statements into 

equivalent statements -·the method of substitution. 

1
1 For this, emphas::Ls has been in the direction of trying 

/ to understand religious · dlaims by examining in detail the 

entire .context o.f religious discours~, the way in which 

religious utterances functiono 

To understand the functions of religious locUtions, 

it will be better by passing tiirough t-Jit.tgenstein Plu.ral;.ist:lc · 

theory of meaning. t-Iittgenstein develops ~1hat might be called 
-·-

a 11pluralist" theory of meaning. 'rhus instead of speaking 

about th~ structure of •language" as a unitary t<J_hole, as he 

had done in the 
e "Trattatus•. " -

wittgenst~n speaks of particular 'language-game' that 

is to say the sets or groups Qf concepts which we use in 

talking about, for e.g. mental states eire about pleasure and 

I 

pain or about perception etc. 

defined in terms of its use, in a particular 'language-g~' -
':t'he meaning of a 't'IOrd is now 
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and the task of analysis is to remind us of the context 

in ordinary language (and of the whole 'form of life' with 

which it 'is involved} in1.,- which it is used., for there, by 

definition, .it is used meaningfully. 

contemporary linguistic philosophy accepts as fundamen• 

tal the p~inciple the proper locus o£ meaning in the proposi-

tion ore statement. 

\C.. 
J.L •. Evans goes so far as to claim that it is only in 

"2 the context Of a sentence that a word is meaningful Wittgens-

tein much earlier asserted, "only the proposition has sense, 
! "'· 

only in the content of a proposition has a name meaning.n3 

l:\11 -.the recognized sciences were not only explores 

of a special subject mattex- but also possessors of a special 

method or .methods developed to' _deal with. their particular 

fields of study. A clearly defined methodology indeed, seemed 

even nvre than a distinct subject matter to be the primary 

oriterion of all the- genuine intt.electual disciplines. 

~he function of Philosophy is to engage in analysis of 

~!. J .Lc Evans - On meaning and verification -. p. 9 

1-lind -' Vol. LXII, 1953. 

3. tiittgestein - 'Tractatus• - P• 3.3 

" 
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the meaning of language .•. 

The early analysis of Russell, MOore and others showed 

clearly that great scope:!. e.."tisted for philosophy under this 

·neirt understanding ·of its function. Ordinary language is a 

subtle and sometimes misleading instrument, meanings are 

elusive , often hidden or confused by the language ~Jhich seems 

to express logically acceptable propositions. 

According to · Ryle~ "many systematically mi~leading .. 

expressions haunt ~1e avenues of daily speeCh~ Grammatically, 

perfect sentences., nay conceal log.ical unmem.1ing. n4 

H0~1ever much linguistic philosophers may othe.z:wise dis

agree, they are one in the conviction that there ·is likely to 

be something probl~~-causing about unanalysed language whiCh 

proper analysis· ·can remove~ 

! 
Now the question is that, i.J; phi1oeephy is concerned with 

meaning d;~~ .-what constitutes meaning ? 

it is· the fundamental question in contemporary analytical 

philosophy. One conception which has emerged in response 

to that question is W.ittgensteins conception of language-game. 

4. Ryle - systematically mislading expression -· Logic and 

·l;mguage - first series. 
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:tn 'Tractatus Log.ico PhilosophicUs • Wittgenstein \'7as 

developed a theory, . which is commonly called the "picture 

theory" of meaning. In latter-stas-e .tn :fie ·;himself has cri ti•· 

cised the picture theory of meaning and developed the notion o.f 

language-game GO 

vlittgenstein recognized that in the 'picture theory' he 

had impos~ certain conception of meaning upon language rather 

than looked at language to see what in fact constitutes its 

meaning. He had simply prE! judged the issue. He came to see 

the importance of overcoming prejudice arid looking at the uses 

to which language is put. 

If one does so, he discO"'.Jered, one will immediately see 

that naming is only one of them. "Look at the sentence as its 

employment .. said t'l"ittgenstein. He noted that the employment 

of language .in multifarious and multifunctional. 

This above tendency a~ng analytical philosophers 

a.cknov;ledge a more flexibJ.e, or more inclusive, approach to 

meaning than did cl1e Logical Positivists who first launched 

what we have termed verificational analysis. Even former logi

cal positivist tend to temper their early zeal by accepting 

the latter teaching of Ludvlig :,:it~enstein (h.imsel£ a.t'"l early 

shaper of p(.>sitivi.sm} that -
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nThere are many varieties of meaning in language and 

that the meaning in language, and that the meaning ~f an 

expression is best determined by examination of its use QJJ:.. 

function •• 5 

But this general preferences for what we may call 

nfunctional analysis" does not itself necessarily involve a 

repudiation of the general position . on cognitive meaning. that 

has been advanced by verifica tional analysis. FUnctional 

analysis may awaken us to varieties of meaning not brought to 

light by verificational analysis, bu~ there is no guarantee 

that these additional varieties of meaning however interesting 

or illuminating will have any role to play in advuncing truth 

or understanding. 

/ verificational onalysi~ finds in the statements of the 

empirical. scUn.ces the most a·~~- __ -_J adequate examples of 

what language really is at its best • 

. Ludwiyg WittgensteiD in his la~er writings graphically 

p~ctures nLanguage ~rn as something quite different from 

!tsr· 11Sorroundingn areas of scientific precision.· neur 

s. Wittgenstein Philosophical Investigation translated -

G.E. M. Anscornbe - pp. 128-32 
(Oxford, Basil Blacl~ell 1953). 
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11 language can be see.n as an ancient city. A maze of little 

streets. and squares of old and riew houses and of houses lf1itb. 

additions from various periods~ end this sorrounded by a multi

tude of net-T }:)()roughs with strait regular .streets and uniform 

houses.,n6 

. . 
so we have different functions of language •.. L~n9uage h.as 

to do not only w.ith our intellec-ts but also (perhaps · primarily 

with our emotions. It is ~e ofour most effective .means of 

expressing and arousing feelings~. 

I Besides. this emotive function 

function, 

language has al$0 conative 

"Ne do things" ..._.1! th wottd.s. n our language., tllat .is, can. 

function not only to describe to establish verbal conventions 

and to express or evoke emotions, but also to chCl.!."'lge the 

sttuation in direct ways. 

11l?erfo;mat1ve use of language of ·this conative sort, of 

which there t~-n out to be many, may be characterized as having 

a "conativeu function,. £rom the latin t'lord for an attempt or 

undertaking to do someth i ngn 7 \··ihenever, in the appropriate 

6. Nittgenst.$in -Philosophical I,nvestigat~on, P• Be 

7. Frederick Fe.rre -

Basic Modern Philosophy of Religion - Pe 359 

(!Dndon, George Allen<...OO?J Unwin Ltd. 1968) 
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circumstances language is used to make a premise or to place 

a bet or to take an oath OR,..t.o declare a true·, on the like, we 

find the conative dimension of meaning. And since this use 

of 1anguag~asserting nothing is freed from the requirements 

of ve£ification on falsification. 

The strees of the functional analyst on language as a 

"natural growth" leads to a corresponding erqphasis on the 

essential sociality of language, since it is only in and through 

society that language may be said to have "grown naturally. 

A private de£inition of a word does not form part 9£ language 

because it has none of the results which are the mark of 

genuine linguistic uses ; such a private \'lOrd would :litenally 

make no difference .• 

The one general character of jinguistic utterance is 

that it has some social context oa.. results, but in each case 

we find that we are violantly tearing language out o£ its 

ordinary and proper role in the affairs of life. 

Language for func·tional analysis is a complex SOcial 

product \·lith many legitimate uses. 

The "theory of meaning" of functional anal.ysis may 

therefore be understood a fundamentally a statement of 

procedures ; the· meaning of language is found in its use. 
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understood in terms of 

l 
f·jeaning then, is more adequately 

. the uses or functions of language than in terms of actual 

or possible experiences. It may often be the function of 

language to refer to some experience or perceptible event, 

but it need not al'I/Ia.ys be so~ The more inclusive approach 

to meaning is cleanly ~~nibited in the philosophical prac

tice of :etmction of analysis. 

FUnctional analysis insists . that those who use the 

language under study should be allo~o.zed to express their own 

views as to the function .of their speec'~'l .. Before the poet, 

e.g. is told ex cathedra what uses his language has he ~hould 

oo asked how he intends to employ this \<lords. 

The empiricism on ~lhich fu..l1ctional analysis rightly prides 

itself will be presenved only if a fair hearing is given to 

those who are @OSt intimately involved in the use of language 

vnde+ enalysis. 

so far as the meaning is concerned, it is argued that the 

meaning of a tcr.m or ph:~.~a.s!!~ can t.;e discovered simp.:l.y by 

observing th,e use, fc.ncticm or role of that term or phrase in 

language. 

By accepting the Wittgenstein position that the meaning 
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of a term is the role or function or use that term in 

langUage ., the term designate some sort of eterna.l, unchanging 

entity or essence nontheless this approach to meaning can 

l provide us "t;rith a definition of religion or religious in terms 

\ of tbe Characteristic role or function performed by sentences 

designated as religious. 

Now the question is , what is the role or function whiel'l 

the characteristic of religious helle:f;' 1 

:tf a belief performs the function of providin9 an 

object ( orz:objects ) of devotion and all peru1asive frame of 

orientation, then it is religion. 'lh:Ls criterion for the 

phrase ":religious beliefn has been suggested by several 

philosophers. 

Charles moria in his usigns, language and behaviour" 

r~~arks that "the complicated human self has need of some 

focal attitude to giv.e .it orientation and the s~gnificance 
. .8 

·of religion lies in .its attempt to meet this need." 

Professor Moris suggest that this need for a focal 

attitude of orientation requires the formulation a special 

type of discourse.·· Needs other than that of foca~ attitUde 

B. . ChanbeS: M~ris ; .usigns, Language1 and Behaviour" 
(Enf:Jlewood Cliffs ~.J. Prentice Hall Inc 1946) P• 148. 
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of orientation ~equire other specialization of common language. 

Ea<;:h of these ~peeializations of common language Moris calls 

·~ "'rYPe of discourse"-• 

r: Like-Moris, Eric FrOmm defines reliqion as "any system 
~ . 
I~ . ·, 

. '\·. of :th.,-~ougbtand action . shared by a group. tlhieh gives the in• 

dividual a frame Qf orient.atio~ and an object o£ devotion••.~ 

Religious belief or sentence can distinguished fro~ 

beliefs or sentences of other kinds in terms of the characteristic 

use o~functio~ performed• . That the characteristic use or 

function performed by a religious sentence or belief is that 

()f providing a focal atti.tude o£ orientaticm and <Ul object 

( or objects) o£ ·devotion.,. Religious beliefs \'1hich play an 

all pervasive role in tbe. life Qf :a r.~an, a group 1, Or ¢ulture., 

determining most of the attitudes. and reactions of that ·man 

or that group o~tbat culture. Beliefs performing this all 

pervas;t.ve . function t-l7il1 va,ry and d9 vary from time to time# 

place to place~ ·man to man, group to group, .and culture to 
. u 

1 
culture. This fact is a result of defin~g "rel~gi~us -belief 

'\) 
in terms of use and function, and our deny;tnq that there ,ts 

some sort asf essence designated by the terms 'religion• or 

''religious belief"·· 

9. Eric Frorrm • Psycho analysis and Religion 

(Nel'i Haven, Yale. University Press - 1950 ) P•· 21 
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Linguistic analysis calls ow:; attenti.on to the wide 

variety of J.anguag~ames and kinds of words. f?~l.;osophical 

analy$~' in: the- trtords of Hooks, provided a -"method which 

rioUld be· employed _beth to <:larify theological usage and to 

~~e$~e its autononlY against rlld.en reciuef?ts from seientise ;and 

natw:-alista tQ talk sense as defined by the parochial cr;tteria 

of the J3c1ent.ific and cotmr::~n-sen$ieal moOd o£ -di-scourse. ~ere 

is not a single language-game that can be laid down in advance 

as bind:Lng upon all who would speak .... ,.lO . 

i'he_ slogan uEvery statement bas its own logio11 • bas left 

philosophers and theol6gion;3 free t.o look f9r and discover tbe 

logic p~culiar to the religious mode of discourse. 

Here the te%111 "I!anguage ... garnett is meant to bring into 

prominence the fact that the -Speaking of language is part of 

an activ~ty OtLof .a form .of. life~ 

It is interesting to compare the multiplicity of the tQOl$ 

in language and. Qf the ~rays they ·are used the mu1 tiplicity .of 

. kind.a of .word, and sentence,:. witb \'Jhat logicians have said 

abou~ th~ structure of language. 

10.. Sidney Hook "Preface" - PP•· xii-Xiii in "religious 

expertenced and truth" .... E;;:d• Sidney HOok. 

( Nel..r York,,_ .New York University Press 196l ) 
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'ttvittgenstern. thought ·of a "language-game" as a whole, 

c:o!lsisting of language and the activities with'wbich i-t is 

woven. · The expression "language-game~ was intended, to· 

bri1ig into prominence the fact that the speaking of language 

is part. of an act;tvit.y or form of li~e" Wittgenstern offe.ned 

the following ~ample of an. elemental language""!'game . ., 

. . . 
&t is building with building stones there are bloCks, 

pillars, sl~s, and beam$• It has pass the stones, and ~at 

in the order in which A needs them ,lor this purpose they U$G 

a language consisting of the '\'lOrds 'block', 'pillar•, 'slab', 

*beam' • A calls them out J n brings tb.e stone 'Wh;t¢h he has 

bearnt to bring at suoh - and -such a call- conceive ti1is as 

a co~lete primit~ve language. 

~e language -game in tv-bich man engages nave o£ course 

b~ come ·much more complicated than this but the essential. point 

to t.ake is that·;. in order to underste:nd any peace of language 

one mU$t set. it tiithin its appropriate'langus.ge-game'. 

Lengu~ge is npt a mirror ~eld up to ~eality as t4ittgenstein 

supP?sed in the •Tractatus • or , at lee.g4.;.,. not all meaningful 

language is. The question tP·ask in order to get at the meaning 

of language is : ·tvhat is this piece of langqage be1ng used 

for ? What are men ·doing or purporting ·to do when they say $Uch 
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~ things : t-Jords said Wit:tgenstein are pieces in Ch~~ 

\ "the meaning of a p;i,ece is its role in the game.,·• 

"HUdson $ay in above re~ect that religiQus belief as 

a lara..guage -game of form o:f life or: teligious belief should 

thought of as language-game.n11 · 

For understanding of a language-game philosophically 

requires to •map;i.ng ita logical frontiers• and exposing its . 

logical praspositions. 

( 

By maping logical frontiers ·means is to differentiate 

a language-garne ·.clearl:y £rom other language-games. vlittgenstein 

speaks in one place of philosqphy a •a battle against bewitch-

ment of ·our intelligence by means of language • .; S\lch bm1itch 

-ment arises when one language-games gets conftls~ with 

another,. and it is just the confusion t-1hich philosophy exists 

to dispel by maping clearly the fron~~,.ers bett1een language-

games. 

. ' . 
So far as logica~ pres:upposi tiQl is cqncerned# W«rttgens-

te3.n rernarl<ed '"~'lhat ~1e do in our language-gc;;mes always 

rests on a t"'acit pre~uppositionn• 

11. w. D. Hudson - A Philosophical approach to re~igion -

( ~i. D. Hudson ) - 1974. 
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Hudson remarked· that . c•in case. of. every langUage-game. 

there is, concept ou:.set of concepts tihieh is tacitly 

pref·;:suposed" in the sense . that it is always irop~.1.ed in what .. ~-- . . ' . 

iS said with$.n that language-game. J:t is called c;onstit.utive 

concept Of that language .• a 12 

:tn respect to religious belief'. Hudscn says. •tthe concept 

· l or· set of. concepts constituted it is 'God •. He elaiming that, 
i 

a concept or _se~ of concepts ,uGodu. which is implicit in all 

reli4:Jious discourse in just the t>1ay that the concept. of moral 

obligation is implicit in all rora,. discourse, and the coneept 

of a physical object in all scientific;., 

1 

God, ott- the di\t,inEb is conceived in many differing :fo~ 

't.tJithin religious belief · as a tvhole and even at differe~t 

stages o£ development. within a given relig:J~ous tradition. 

The remarks about. hOt-1 religious emplaAQ,tions and eJ'periences 

a.re constituted by the concept of God(',: Sbot.,z how the religious 

and unbeliever differ from one anot:her .• The difference .between 

them is that t..~ey b,ave ~Jhat Wi ttgertstein calls ndi.fferent 

picturesu .. &e important point \':hich he brings out is that this 

kind of.di,sagreernsnt having different pictures- can not be 
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resolved in any ordinary way. 

Religious belief sho~s itself not by reasonigg or by 
~ 
j appeal to ordinary grounds for belief, b.ut r~ther by re~~la-

\ ting for all in his {the believes) life. 

so we have different language~ame. and it has different 

functions. But there are philosophers who in essence accept 

· J\yer•s and Flew•s contention that the verification p1:inciple 

e.~cludes religious locUtions from having descriptive meaning of 

any kind. 

Verification principle may be Of considerable usef~ess 

in many ~ontexts • but it is utterly misunderstood if it is 

taken ds "tbeu criterion for judging the meaningfulness of all -
language. An etr.bararsing example cf an assertion \llhieh not meaning

ful when tested by the verification p~inciple is ~ the ass~ 

tion of verification principle itself. 

The statement that the meanin9 of any proposition will 

be focr1d either in verbal rules (i£. the proposition is analytic) 

or in equivalent statements ref0ring to actual or possible 

sense-experience (if the proposition is syntheti.c) seems to be 

asserting a fact not offering a. defin;i.tion or rule ,of usage~ 

I But if the verification principle is not itself analytic 

what actual or possible sense ... experiences could be relevent 
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to its verification or falsificatiQn ? ~o such experience will 

even in principle he relevent to the task ? Indeed, sense 

. experience can not even recognize the elementary logical: 

distinctie>n bet~1e~n ° analytic • and • synthetic •: statements 

~-1mark9 on paper Qr noises uttered by a larynx, much less 

can it verify assertions about the logical chara<;:ter of their 

significane~~ On the basis of the verification principle, 

therefore#. the verification principle is devoid o£ literal 

meaning~ 

Without a wider theory of meaning the verification 

principle is self-stultifying,. but !4!- such a theory can be 

supplied# the verification principle may be retained as a 

use£ul instrument for dealing Hi th language which i."ltends to 

refer to perceptible events or for deciding whether or not 

statements are "empirica.l.ly8 . informative. Eut in that 

capacity the verification pr;tnciple which somehow sl.ts in 

judgement upon all discourse, including theological, ethical, 

and other non-empirical ~anguagea# it is one -t.Pol amor.1g etmers 

and lilte all tool£?• it may not be an apprQpriat~ one for all 

j<?bs .• 

f 
n~,Jhat ~~e :ave here is :r.ot .really a criterion of meaning-

fulness, but a.·,.) criterion of empiricability .. n13 

• r··ftlft" .....;.,...,....,., 

13. R,..l>l. Hane - Religion· ·ana .V.!Oral - "Faith and L-ogic" -

P• 17 .• 7 
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The ·limited range .of the verification principle; en which 

_verif'ieational analysis rests ·may explain the failure of this 

form of linguistic analysis to appreciate the comprehensibi

lity of a wide variety ·of linguishtic· uses not amenable to this 

crtl!terion of meaning. ~e single•minded devotion. of verifi-.. ·: 

cational anaiysis to the verification PJ;"il"lciple of mecning bas 

res12.lted in a unfortunately narro\-r concept of the nature and 

function of perfectly significa..-:.t la:ngu~ge. In this# verif.ica

tion analysis has restr:i,cted itself by its dogmatic apriorism. 

But. this way (through verifieQ.tiDflrJ.lprinciple ) of looking 

.religious locutions misinterprets their proper function v1bicll · 

is. tilat of declaring a ·certain attitude to life and to the 

world •. 

When we seG them in this light all the difficulties about 

the verification ana falsification qf religious propositions 

simply vanish~ for as declal"ntions of intention or&. attitude they 

· are perfectly mean.:tngful even though they are not verifiable 

on. falsifiable ir1 the str~et. senseo 

According i;t) Braith\'11ait~, religious locGtions are neither 

statements about empirical facts,., no~ scie.."lti£ie hypotheses 

nor necessal:"'\_r propositi~rn-s. Hmrever., this does not mean".- that. 

they are therefore meaningless, any m9re than the fact moral 
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·\ ut:t;erances not about empirical facts means that they are 

1

: .meaningless. In fact., religious utterances are similar to 

mG~.:-al statements in that they declare an intention to act in 

14 a certain ·way,. 

Braith Waite in his book "An . empiriCist view of religious 

belle£11 says-

u;·rimarily declarations of adherence to a policy of action. 

declarations of commitment to a '1!1ay of life, "an agapeist.ic•, way 

of life as ~·:.he calls it, idlat is to say, the way of life 

st.. Paul prOpOses in the First Epistle to the corinthian 
15 . (c:h. 13). 

.., 

Nevertheless, i£ religious absention do not function .a,s 

factual a$sertions, they do function quite meaningfully as 

11bliksu, Hare invent.s the term "Blil: • to describe certain 
\ 

basic metaphysical attitudes towards the '{Ji10rld. 

A more advanced version of Braitb·-wid.ts position has 

been put forward. by Hare. Hare begins by admitting that 

religious statements can not be assertions, for .i£ they were 

we toiould have to a.ami:t the possibllity of evidence counting 

14. BraithwQi te - 11Bellef and action" in proceeding of the 

Arj.stotelian society1
' - Supp. Vol. XX- 19461 P• l-19 

15. ~raithwaite - 'An emperieists view of religious belief' 
P• 14 
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against their truth # that is to say we would ha"ite to . admit 

that it was logically possible that ~Od dQes not exi&b -

otLdoes not have the attr:ibutes ~rhich he is held to have.1~ 

In a latter essay, Hare admits that religious belief 

involves u-belief in the truth of. certain factual statements 

· but he says that these iaet.s that· religio-us disc:QUrse deals 

\d.th are •perfectly ordinary empirical fa(;ts11
: \'7hat ~s 

them tt~eligious" is the t~ct that ctour whole l'Jay o£ living 

is organised round them :- they have for us value relevance, 

importance. which they W¢uld not have i.f we t>1ere Qthtists ~ 

It is then our attitude tQ the *npirical facts t>1hieh is 

expressed in rel.;lgious utterances •. 

Religious utterances are neither verifi~-~le noli. 

falsifiable ; neve~theless they ·are meaning:C-ul .in so far .as 

they make a cU.fference to the way a person acts and feels,: 

tha-t. is, to his behaviour.. ~ Malcom puts it -~ 

·n~he man WbQ belieVes that his SinS l-1:1.11 be forgiven 

if he is t~ly .~pent;ant.q might there by be saved fxom 

d~spair. · tihat he believes has, . for him, nQ verif.ica.tion aJt1d 

falsific~tion. yet the belief makes a great deal o£ 

16. 0 Theology and Falsific:ation11 ·il;l "New Es?a.ys ·in 

Ph:l.losoph:lcal theology" - ed. A fle'\~ and A l·1acintyre --- ' 

p~ 99 (London 1955-) 
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h . 17 
~ difference to his action ant!! feeling." 

These abOve three philosopher namely B~eithwaite, Hare 

and Malcome were knQWn as reductionist analyst of religious 

belief. As against t.'t1is reduct!onist. vie'tv tried to shO'Vl 

that x;-eligious lodiltions have their own .Sui generi:; meaning. 

'.Chis idea has developed in respect of Wittgensteins 

'language-games • and uforms of life". In his "Philosophical 

investigations"· he proposes a theory of ·meaning according 

to t>lhich the meaping of ~Y locution can o,nly be determined 

by the use on function· on. role it has within the context Qf 
-

a given 'la,nguaqe-game •. The \'Jhole set of interrelated 

concepts that are involved in Science, eg. or in roorality 

or in aesthetics appreciation; or ii'l a nore particular sense -

in talking abo-ut persons,. tel·l~g a jolte, reportJ.ng an 

event# describing an object giving an accou.'lt of a. dream 

etc~ A.l'ld ~~ese language-games are themselves i..'lvol.ved with 

what Wittgenstein calls· "form Qf life". 

Y"-11 ttgenst,ein says 111£ a l.ion could talk~ t-le could 

not· understand him,. meaning by this that. , although a lt.on 

might make suitable speech sQunds,, it could not be said to 

17. Faith and the !=bilosophers - ed. J.Hiclt , pQ. 110 

(London 1964) 
Macmillan and Co.Ltd. 

New Yorl<. st I1artin 's Press, 1964. 
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have made ,an intelligible utterance. For the whole cantext 

in which those sounds might be made dif.fe~ too.~ radically from 

that .. in which, human beings use those sounds to make 1ntell1gihle 

utterances. It is these general· contexts that Wittgenstein 

calls uforms of l.ife" .. 18 

There is then no such thing as language •tout court• 

. but rather particular ·'language-games', and similarly ~ere · 

I· 

is no general c~it~rion of the meaningfulness of language. 

but each language-game has its own criterion of meaningfulness 

proper to it which o~ only be discovered by looking at the 

, "form of life" in which it is involved.· These forms of life, 

for t-Jittgenstein, can noli be themselves be justified in any 

way, they are given, and there is -a sense in 'Vthich one has 

simply to choose to accept o~to reject them. Thus Wittgenstein 

says : u\-Jha.t has to be accepted , the given. is - so one coulq 

say forms of. life .. ,. 

Although Wittgenst$in himself say~ little systematically 

1 about religion and the status of religious locutions. he 

suggests tentatively that religious belief typica.lly involves 

using of picture ott. a way of looking at the . wotzld and at 

18. Cf. G. Pitcher "The Philosophy Of vJittgenstein°- p.243 

(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. 1964 ) · 
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I life, in such a manner that it is constantly before th~ mind 

and so that influences the ~ay in which we live. 

SuPpose somebody 1nade this guidance for life believing 

in the last judgement. \\'henever he does any thing this is 

I
, before this mind. In a way, how are \'Ie to know t-Ihether to say 

he believes this will happen Or not ? Asking him is not 

enough. He Y.rill probably say he has (No) proof. But he has 

tl 

what t-7e might call an unshakable belief.. It will shOt<I , not 

by reasoning or by appeal to ordinary grot·nds for belief, 

19 hut rather by regulating for in all his life • 

. In this sense Hudson remarks that "The religious forms 

of · life is one of those forms of life that" seem to be 

definitive of humanity in the sense that it·is essential to 

our concept o:E man, as man, that he shoul.d engage in them.n20 

so, now, the religious language is meaningful and 

/ intelligible and only be determined from within the religious 

19" lectures and conversation on Aesth,atics Phychology and 

religiouf? belief •. -ed. o .. c. Barret, pp. 53-59 
(Oxford ,,1966) ., 

. I 

20. · ~'l;,D• Hudson - Ludutrgt. Wittgenstein "~e bearing of 

.His Philosophy upon rel~gious belief" - P• · 71 

London - 1968. 
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language-game. Peter Winch says that there is norm for 
I 

intelligibility in general criterion of logic, he goes on, are 

not a direct gift of God,hut arise out of, are only intelli

gible in the context of t-7ayn of living or modes of social life 

as such. Science is such a '£1llltde and religion is another. 

11The notion.of •reality' itself, and of 'accordance 

with reality•· of •truth' and 'rationality• all'!d 'intelligibiJ.it.y' 

also have mean~ng ~nly within particular language-games.n21 

Like WiCch n.z. Phillops remarks "A typical religious 

'/ belief such as the Last Judgement .is not, an hypothesis on 

scientific conjecture but rathen a "frame \rork ~·lith.in uhich 

the believet'L meets fortune. mi.sfo.rtune, and the evil that he 

finds in his own life and in life about hirn.u 22 

! 
In Wittgenstein description believing in the last 

judgement is to have a picture before one's mind so that 1 t 

21. American Philosophical Society - 1 ( 1964 ) • P• 307-29 

22. J.R. Jones and n.z;. Philips "Delief and lo!@s1.. of 

belief" .... A Discussion in "Sophio n -ixi (1970) 



~· regulates ones actions. This picture is not invented by the 

believer does not stand in judgement on it. The believer does 

not want to say that he measures thes~ pictures and finds that 

they are all right op:. finds that they are wanting. On the 

contrary the believers 't'iish to claim that it is not they who 

measure them 1 they are the measure in terms of which they 

judge themselves. 

so,. the analyst take for granted Wittgenstei.."'l's theory 

that meaning can only be de·termined: by reference· to specific 

language gumes and forms of J.ife., and they a.lso suppose that 

the theory can extended without difficulty to the religious 

~ 
sphere. so t.L"lat we can1 ,\speak of the religious language-game 

\

and the religious form of life within which religious lo~tions 
have their own peculiar meaning. 

Those who employ functional analysis of religious belief 

on. theological discourse seek more to understand the genuine 

use (or uses) of .this language than to ccndemn its misuses. 

The tendency among these analysts is qften single out one or 

more familiar functions of language as the 'real' lQgic · of 

theological l~,guage.1£heolo~ical discourse become failure when 

compet with science as an experimental •empirical' lan~~age. 

The premisiof functional analys.is stated here by J.B. Coats, 
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that-

"Log~c. i£ it is to have a useful bearing on life, must 

provide a justification for many of the ways in which men 

actually reason, seeing that that reason can not be entirely 

fallacious as it serves them not too badly in numberless 

Situations"23 

The logic of theological speech can find its justification 

in doing a different job from that of the logic of science. 

As Coates puts it "there are other positive uses of a belief 
.r---_ 

in God which satisfy deeply felt needs to-day and do not seem 

to those 't\ThO find benefit from them t.o express anything 

superstitious or unreasonable.n24 

_liliout the •uses • of theistic belief, coates suggests 

that the employrnent of religious phrases helps one to feel 

"roore reassured a.'bout the world" by speaking of its relations 

to uanother <..b~tter) world" and to feel more uat home" in 

this world l;>y speaking of ~t as "created by ato\li.Y,:~-,,handu. 

23v coates - "GOd and the Positivists" "The Hib~t:_

Jorirnal" ~ P• 226 

24. ·· . Ibid. p. 227 
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Sentences from the theological vocabulary like •God made 

the world" do not function, then, in the aame way .as "tihen made 

St Paul's : SCientific statements derive their meaning from 

reffering to things and ~ents, _)!'but theological statements 

function entirely within the existing "theoc~ntric life" one 

learns the real meaning of 1theocentric lj.fe' by an examination 

of their function or their •cash value• on what·they sum up , 

in that life•.25 

As we have already pointed. out Braithwaits viet..r that, 

a statement need not itself be empirically verifiable, but that 

is used in a particular way is always a straight forwardly · 

empirical propos! tion. The result of such inquiry, · show that, 

the primary element in this use is that the religious assertion 

is used as a moral assertion. 

The 'ethical' function of theologica~ speech c:re not 

intent as are the verificational analyse on reducing ethical 

discourse to the mere expressiDlJ of emotional approval or 

disapproval. The ethical statements function as the expression 

25" Leon nThe meaning of Religious Propositions" - The 

Hibbert Journal - p. 151 
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of an intention to act in certain way under certain circums

tances. Moral discourse is conative rather than purely e~ive 1 

when one rnaltes an ethical as.sertion one is in fact nsubscribing 

to a policy of action u one is engaging in an act of 11self ·

comnitment" to a genera~ pattern of behaviour. 

R.M. Hare agrees that while theologic~l speech has an 

important moral component the ethical function is not the 

distinctive function of theological statements. 11The moral 

judgement, as \'17e may say. ari.se ou,t of the religious belief ; 

they do not constitute it ... 26 What is distinct about theolo

gical aseention is the belief-content-then ; or. t9 be more 

precise, it is to be found in what is believed. This conte.'t'lt 

o£ :belief is distinctive, to Hare because although it is 

similar to ordinary factual belie£ in some respects, it is 

radically different from such factual belief in others. 

26• Hare "Faith and Logic" -- p., 180 


